Abstract. Distributed sensor networks working in harsh environmental conditions can suffer from permanent or transient faults affecting the embedded electronics or the sensors. Fault Diagnosis Systems (FDSs) have been widely studied in the literature to detect, isolate, identify, and possibly accommodate faults. Recently introduced cognitive FDSs, which represents a novel generation of FDSs, are characterized by the capability to exploit temporal and spatial dependency in acquired datastreams to improve the fault diagnosis and by the ability to operate without requiring a priori information about the data-generating process or the possible faults. This paper suggests a novel approach for fault detection in cognitive FDSs based on an ensemble of Hidden Markov Models. A wide experimental campaign on both synthetic and real-world data coming from a rock-collapse forecasting system shows the advantages of the proposed solution.
Introduction
Distributed sensor networks represent an important and valuable technological solution to monitor and acquire data from an environment, a cyber physicalsystem or a critical infrastructure system (e.g., water, gas, electric or transport networks). Unfortunately, distributed sensor networks working in (possibly harsh) real-working conditions may suffer from permanent or transient faults, thermal drifts or ageing effects affecting both the embedded electronic boards and the sensors. Fault Diagnosis Systems (FDSs), which are able to detect, identify, isolate and possibly accommodate faults, have been widely studied in the related literature [1, 2] . These systems revealed to be particularly effective in several different application domains provided that a priori information about the system model or the possible faults is (at least partially) available.
Recently, cognitive FDSs have been introduced, representing a novel and promising approach for fault diagnosis [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The distinguishing features of these FDSs are the capability to work without a priori information about the process or the possible faults (which are learned directly from data) and the ability to exploit temporal and spatial dependencies in the acquired datastreams to improve the diagnosis of faults. Fault detection is obviously a key aspect in cognitive FDSs and, among the available techniques in the cognitive FDSs literature, we focus on the change detection test (CDT) based on a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) suggested in [8] . This HMM-CDT revealed to be particularly effective in detecting faults affecting real-world monitoring applications (e.g., environmental monitoring [8] or water transport network [9] ) in the scenario of networked intelligent embedded sensors or distributed sensor networks. Unfortunately, the detection abilities of this CDT are influenced by the initial conditions of the HMM training algorithm, possibly leading to suboptimal HMM parameters estimations [10] .
In this paper, we propose an ensemble-of-models approach for cognitive fault detection based on HMMs, leading to a novel Ensemble HMM-based CDT (EHMM-CDT). More specifically, the proposed EHMM-CDT relies on a set of HMMs configured on the same training set, but with different randomly generated initial conditions for the HMM training algorithm. The ensemble approach aims at weakening the dependency of the HMM-CDT from the random initial conditions, hence providing better detection abilities. Interestingly, the possibility to combine different models to improve the generalization ability of a single model has been widely studied in the literature (mainly in the regression and classification scenarios) and effectively applied to different application fields [11] [12] [13] . Recently, ensembles of models have been successfully considered in time series prediction [14, 15] and on-line missing data reconstruction [16] . Moreover, an ensemble of HMMs within a Bayesian framework for parameter estimation has been derived in [17] , while an algorithm for training HMM in the ensemble framework was presented in [18] . Remarkably, for the first time in the literature, in this paper we suggest an ensemble of HMMs for fault detection and we describe and evaluate two different aggregation mechanisms. In the experimental section, the proposed EHMM-CDT has been compared with the HMM-CDT: the advantages provided by the proposed solution have been evaluated both on synthetic and real datasets coming from a rock-collapse forecasting system. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the problem formulation, while Section 3 summarizes the HMM-CDT suggested in [8] . Section 4 details the proposed ensemble approach for cognitive fault detection, while Section 5 shows the experimental results.
Problem Formulation
Let us consider a distributed sensor network acquiring scalar measurements -or datastreams -from a time invariant dynamic system whose model description is unavailable. Without loss of generality we focus on the relationship between two datastreams; the extension to multiple or multivariate datastreams is straightforward, e.g., see [6] .
The unknown relationship P between the two streams of data is modeled by a Single-Input Single-Output (SISO) linear time invariant (LTI) predictive model belonging to a family M parametrized in θ ∈ D ⊂ R p , where D is a C 1 compact manifold in R p and p ∈ N is the dimension of θ. For instance, SISO or Singleoutput/Multiple-input linear predictive models [19] and Reservoir Computing Networks [20] are viable options for the choice of M. In this paper, we consider linear SISO one-step-ahead predictive models:
whereŷ(t|θ) ∈ R is the prediction provided at time t, f : N×R p ×R τu ×R τy → R is the approximating function in predictive form, u(t) ∈ R m and y(t) ∈ R are the model input and output at time t, respectively, and τ u and τ y are the orders of the input and output, respectively.
Under mild assumption on P, M and the estimation procedure of θ over a finite dataset
, it holds that [19] :
whereθ is the estimated parameter vector, θ o is the parameter optimizing the structural risk in M, Σ N is a properly defined covariance matrix and I p is the identity matrix of order p. Interestingly, Equation (2) assures that, given a sufficiently large N , the estimated parameter vectorθ follows a multivariate Gaussian distribution with mean θ o and covariance matrix Σ N . Moreover, this result remains valid even when P / ∈ M, i.e., a model bias ||M(θ o ) − P|| = 0 is present. This justifies the use of LTI models, even when the dynamic system under investigation P is non-linear.
The HMM-based Change Detection Test
The aim of this section is to summarize the key points of the HMM-CDT suggested in [8] , representing the core element of the proposed EHMM-CDT. Under the formulation presented in Section 2, the use of a HMM ruled by a mixture of Gaussian (GMM) over a sequence of parametersθs is the natural solution to model the functional relationship presented in Equation (1) in the parameter space. More formally, a HMM [21] can be defined as a tuple H = (S, A, π), where S = {S 1 , . . . , S s }, s ∈ N is the indexed set of the states, each of which has an emission probability defined by a GMM,
. . , s} is the transition matrix, i.e., a ij is the transition probability from state i to state j and π ∈ [0, 1] s , with
, is the initial distribution probability over S.
The idea underlying the HMM-CDT is to analyse the statistical behaviour ofθs over time: when the statistical pattern of the estimated parameters does not follow what learned during an initial training phase, a change in the relationship is detected. Thus, the HMM-CDT relies on an initial parameter vector sequence Θ L = (θ 1 , . . . ,θ L ) estimated on a faulty-free training set Z M , wherê θ j is estimated on a subsequence Z j,N = {(x(h), y(h))} j h=j−N +1 of the training sequence, j ∈ {N, . . . , M }, L = M − N + 1 (i.e., overlapping windows of length N ). The parameter sequence Θ L is used to train a HMMĤ, aiming at capturing the statistical behaviour of the estimated parameter vectorsθ t s in nominal conditions (without any change/fault). Then, during the operational phase, the statistical affinity between the estimated parameter vectorsθ t s andĤ is assessed by looking at the HMM loglikelihood: changes in the relationship expressed by Equation (1) are detected by inspecting the likelihood ofθ t with respect toĤ. More specifically, given a sequence Θ t,k = (θ t−k+1 , . . . ,θ t ), i.e., the last k consecutive parameter vectors at time t, a HMMĤ provides an estimates on how well the sequence followsĤ by means of the computation of the loglikelihood:
If the relationship does not change over time, the loglikelihood l(Ĥ, Θ t,k ) is comparable with the one computed during the training phase on a validation set
Otherwise, in case of variations in the relationship, l(Ĥ, Θ t,k ) decreases, since Θ t,k is no more compatible with the statistical model characterized byĤ. Further details about the HMM-CDT can be found in [8, 6] .
Ensemble of HMM for Fault Detection
One of the key aspects of the HMM-CDT is the estimation of a HMM on Θ L , aiming at characterizing the nominal state. The state-of-the art training algorithm for HMMs is the Baum-Welch (BW) algorithm [22] , which aims at finding the maximum likelihood estimates of the HMM parameters given Θ L . Nonetheless, BW algorithm does not provide any guarantee about the convergence to the global maximum of the likelihood function [10] . Since the BW algorithm requires a random initialization of the parameters, different HHMs can be obtained by repeating the training phase with different randomly initialized parameters on the same training sequence. Hence, a viable solution to weaken the effect of the initialization procedure on the HMM-CDT would be to repeat the BW algorithm and select the HMM guaranteeing the largest likelihood on a validation set. Unfortunately, as pointed out in [17] , this solution may lead to overfit the training sequence Θ L (and this is particular evident for reduced training sets), leading to false positive detections (false alarms) during the operational phase.
In this work, we suggest an ensemble approach for fault detection (EHMM-CDT) based on a set E = {H 1 , . . . , H e }, e ∈ N of HMMs, where e is the ensemble cardinality. The main point of the proposed solution is that the HMMs H i ∈ E are trained on the same training set Z M with different initialization points of the BW algorithm. This ensemble approach allows to weaken the influence of the initial conditions of the HMM training algorithm, providing a better generalization ability and, consequently, better detection performance.
The proposed EHMM-CDT is detailed in Algorithm 1. To characterize the nominal state we rely on a training set Z M , assumed to be change-free. We estimate the parameter vectorsθ j s on overlapping windows of N data Z t,N , t ∈ {N, . . . , M }. Without loss of generality, we assume a step of one sample between Algorithm 1 EHMM-CDT algorithm 1: Data: Training set ZM , Validation set ZO, C, A; 2: Results: Detection time T ; 3: Estimate the sequence ΘL from ZM ; 4: for i ∈ {1, . . . , e} do 5:
Estimate HMM Hi using ΘL by considering a random initialization point; 6: end for 7: Built the ensemble E = {H1, . . . , He}; 8: Estimate the sequence ΘO,O−M+1 from ZO; 9: for h ∈ {M + k, . . . , O} do 10:
for i ∈ {1, . . . , e} do 11:
Compute l(Hi, Θ h,k ) as in Equation (3)
Compute
Estimateθt by using Zt,N ; 18:
Built the sequence Θ t,k = (θ t−k+1 , . . . ,θt);
19:
for i ∈ {1, . . . , e} do 20:
Compute l(Hi, Θ t,k ) as in Equation (3); 21: end for 22:
Compute A(t) = A(l(H1, Θ t,k ), . . . , l(He, Θ t,k )); 23:
if A(t) ≤ lmin then 24:
return T ← t; 25:
end if 26: end while 27: return T ← ∅; two overlapping windows; larger steps could be considered as well (e.g., to reduce the computational complexity of the HMM training phase). The estimation procedure is performed by means of a suitable minimization technique, e.g., Least Square estimation on the empirical risk (see [19] for details), and let Θ L be the sequence of estimated parameter vectors on Z M , as shown in Section 3 (Line 3).
We build the ensemble E = {H 1 , . . . , H e } by repeating e times the training of a HMM on Θ L , with random initial conditions for the BW algorithm (Line 5). Note that, since Z M is assumed to be change-free, the ensemble E aims at modeling the statical behaviour of P in nominal conditions.
One of the key aspects of ensemble methods is the definition of the aggregation mechanism A, that, in this case, specifies how to aggregate the loglikelihoods of the ensemble elements H i ∈ E to provide the ensemble output. In this work, we considered two different aggregation mechanisms, i.e., A ∈ {A mean , A min }:
where A mean computes the average value of the loglikelihoods, while A min takes into account their minimum. The last step of the EHMM-CDT training phase is the computation of the threshold l min on a validation set Z O (Line 15), which is computed as follows:
and C > 1 is a user-defined coefficient factor. During the operational phase, when the aggregated loglikelihood decreases below l min , a change in the statical behaviour of P is detected by the EHMM-CDT. More in details, as soon as a new sample (u(t), y(t)) , t > M + O is available, the algorithm estimates a new parameter vectorθ t on Z t,N (Line 17). The likelihoods for the ensemble of HMMs, i.e., l(H i , Θ k,t )∀H i ∈ E, are computed (Line 20) and then aggregated, according to the aggregation mechanism A (Line 22). Afterwards, the aggregated likelihood A(t) is compared with the threshold l min to asses if a change in P is detected (Line 23). In case of a change, an alarm is raised and the detection time T = t is returned (Line 24), otherwise the algorithm keeps on monitoring data coming from P.
While ensemble approaches are generally able to increase the generalization ability of single models, they are characterized by an increased computational complexity, that in this case scales linearly with the number of HMMs e. Two comments arise: 1) The most time consuming part of the EHMM-CDT refers to the HMMs training (the loglikelihood computation is much more lighter than training). Interestingly, the training phase is performed only once during the initial configuration of the cognitive FDS, while during the operational life only the likelihoods are computed. In addition, in scenarios where networked embedded systems are operating, the training of HMMs could be performed in a centralized high-powerful unit, leaving only the computation of likelihoods directly at the low-power distributed units of the network. 2) In scenarios where the fault detection ability is a relevant activity, the increase in the complexity induced by the ensemble approach is well compensated by the decrease in false and missed alarms and detection delays, as shown in the experimental section.
Experimental Results
To evaluate the performance of the proposed EHMM-CDT we considered both synthetic (Application D1) and real data (Application D2), coming from a rock collapse forecasting system deployed in Northern Italy. In both applications, we considered a faulty free dataset divided into training (to create E), validation (to learn l min ) and test sets (to evaluate the performance). In the last one we injected five different kinds of abrupt permanent fault at timet: -A1-A3: y(t) = y(t) + ∆ a · a max , ∀t >t, ∆ a ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.3} (additive fault); -M : y(t) = y(t) · (1 + ∆ m ), ∀t >t, ∆ m = 0.3 (multiplicative fault); -S: y(t) = y(t), ∀t >t (stuck-at fault); where a max = max j∈{1,...,M } y(j) − min j∈{1,...,M } y(j).
As regards the model family M, we considered SISO LTI AutoRegressive with eXogenous input (ARX) models, whose orders are chosen through a model selection procedure (i.e., minimizing the mean square one-step-ahead prediction error on a validation set). The HMMs are configured by considering batches of N = 100 samples, loglikelihood window length k = 10 and exploring s ∈ {3, . . . , 6} and the number of models in each GMM ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32}. The cardinality of the ensemble was set to e = 30. Finally, the parameter vectors estimation is performed with the least square method.
To evaluate the detection ability of what proposed the following figures of merit have been considered: -false positive (FP) rate: fraction of the experiments where the method detected a change before it actually appears; -false negative (FN) rate: fraction of the experiments where the method did not detected a change; -detection delay (DD): the number of samples necessary to detect a change;
The proposed method is compared with the HMM-CDT, where a single HMM was considered (the one with largest loglikelihood on a validation set among those considered for the ensemble).
APP D1: Synthetic data. The data for the synthetic application have been generated from the following non-linear model:
, σ ∈ {0.01a max , 0.05a max }. Each experiment lasts 6125 samples (i.e., 3268 for training, 817 for validation and 2040 for testing): faults are injected at timet = 5105. Results are averaged over 1000 runs. Figure 1 shows the experimental results in the case of APP D1 and σ = 0.05a max . Curves are obtained by considering values of C ranging from 1 to 5.1, where 5.1 is the largest value of C for which F N ≤ 0.1 for all the faulty scenarios. Interestingly, in all the considered scenarios the ensemble approach is able to improve the detection ability (in terms of both FP and DD) of the single HMM-CDT. These curves show that the performance of EHMM-CDT cannot be achieved by the HMM-CDT by simply tuning the parameter C. In addition, in the faulty scenario M where FNs are present, the proposed EHMM-CDT behaves better than HMM-CDT even with respect to this figure of merit (see legend of Fig.1.d) . Experimental results presented in Table 5 refer to FN, FP and DD with fixed values of C. To ease the comparison we set C in the EHMM-CDT and HMM-CDT as the lowest values guaranteeing F N = 0 and F P ≤ 0.01 in APP D1 with σ = 0.01 (i.e., C = 4.814 for HMM-CDT, C = 4.629 for EHMM-CDT with A mean and C = 4.917 for EHMM-CDT with A min ). Remarkably, both EHMM-CDT aggregations provide lower DD than HMM-CDT. Interestingly, the mean aggregation mechanism generally outperforms the minimum one, since the mean is less influenced than minimum by outliers, which generally induce false alarms. Nonetheless, by comparing these results with those provided in Figure 1 , we may also comment that the mean aggregation does not provide better results for each value of C: hence the minimum is a viable solution too.
APP D2: Rialba Data. We consider data coming from a real-world distributed sensor network for rock-collapse forecasting [23, 24] . This dataset is available at [25] . In particular, we analyzed two temperature datastreams composed by 5303 samples (3000 for training, 1000 for validation and 1303 for testing), coming from two network units. The sampling period is 5 minutes. We injected faults (A1-A3,M,S) att = 4695. Experimental results in Table 5 are obtained by averaging the results of 50 runs. Interestingly, the results on the real-world datasets are in line with those of the synthetic one: the ensemble approach provides lower F N and DD for most of the considered scenarios. 
Conclusions
We presented an novel approach for cognitive fault detection based on an ensemble of HMMs. The distinguishing feature of the proposed solution is the ability to improve the generalization ability (in terms of detection performance) of a single HMM-CDT by considering an ensemble of HMMs trained on the same training set, but with different initialization points. The effectiveness of the proposed solution has been tested on both synthetic and real datasets coming from a real-world distributed sensor network for rock-collapse forecasting.
